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This Week’s News You Can Use

 Resources to lead through times of stress, uncertainty and change. We
know this can be a challenging time for you to lead and guide your teams. We
encourage you to use the resources available through our workplace to refer team
members, and to help lead and navigate them during any time of heightened
stress, uncertainty or change.
 The latest on pricing transparency. You may have heard about “pricing
transparency” in recent healthcare news. Mission Health is complying with CMS
guidelines for pricing transparency, which went into effect on Jan. 1, 2019. Find out
what this means for patients, where to learn more and who to contact.
 Updates to Closings and Delays page on missionhealth.org. If you’re a
practice manager or an authorized team member, you have the ability to list your
practice’s closing or delay on missionhealth.org during snow storms and other
incidents where your office/practice may be impacted. Take note that there are
some enhancements to the page and submission process that will take place later
this week.
 Note about Visitor Limitations. With an increase in flu activity in North Carolina,
we activated our Visitor Limitation policy across all Mission Health hospitals last
week. If you need signs for your area, you can order them from Mission’s Online
Print Shop using search keyword “flu.” Visitor Limitation signs are orange; if/when
we elevate to Visitor Restrictions, the respective blue signs will need to replace the
orange signs.

Reminder
 An extra boost in January. Hey, Leader – did you notice extra WooHoo! points
in your bank this month? Don’t let them go to waste! Recognize and give team
members a boost with 2,000 extra points in January (that’s 5,000 total points!).

Recent Team Member News
 10 things for team members to do in 2019. Encourage team members to try at
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least one thing on our New Year’s list, curated especially for team members.

 

New to Leadership Loop? Welcome, leader! Here’s some more about LL, how it works
and what you can expect. 
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